Continuous-flow biomolecule and cell concentrator by ion concentration polarization.
We present a novel continuous-flow nanofluidic biomolecule/cell concentrator, utilizing the ion concentration polarization (ICP) phenomenon. The device has one main microchannel which bifurcates into two channels, one for a narrow, concentrated stream and the other for a wider but target-free stream. A nanojunction [cation-selective material (Nafion)] is patterned along the tilted concentrated channel. Application of an electric field generates the ICP zone near the nanojunction so that biomolecules and cells are guided into the narrow, concentrated channel by hydrodynamic force. Once biomolecules from the main channel are continuously streamed out to the concentrated channel, one can achieve a continuous flow of the same sample solution but with higher concentrations up to 100-fold. By controlling hydrodynamic resistance of the main and concentrated channel, the concentration factors can be adjusted. We demonstrated the continuous-flow concentration with various targets, such as bacteria [fluorescein sodium salt, recombinant green fluorescence protein (rGFP), red blood cells (RBCs), and Escherichia coli ( E. coli )]. Specially, fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated lectin from Lens culinaris (lentil) (FITC-lectin) was tested on the different buffer conditions to clarify the effect of polarities of the target sample. This system is ideally suited for a generic concentration front-end for a wide variety of biosensors, with minimal integration-related complications.